
Don’t just bring your music together 



Bring it to life



Meridian Digital Media Systems began with this simple 

question: if you had all the music in the world, what would you 

listen to? Digital music today has become so easily accessible 

that the challenge is no longer how to acquire it, where to store 

it, or how to play it. Instead, the most difficult decision has 

become how to choose what to listen to.

Meridian Digital Media Systems are based on how we relate 

to music. They provide a unique way to access essential 

information about your music collection – not only by song, 

album and performer, but by cover artwork, mood, genre, 

release date, and more.

The unique, award-winning software is designed around the 

idea of “browsing”, rather than simply displaying a list of tracks. 

It provides a graphically rich, interactive experience – one that’s 

driven by music, rather than by files and formats.

Meridian Digital Media Systems provide a truly immersive view of 

your content.

* iPad not included

Meridian Media Core 200 – the complete digital media system 

Media Core 200 controlled by new Sooloos Core Control App*



Bring your music together perfectly

Music shouldn’t be hidden away: it represents the treasured 

moments of our lives. Meridian allows you to rediscover your 

music collection and listen to exactly what captures your 

mood, at any time. 

Media Core 200 is an elegant, compact and virtually silent 

Meridian Digital Media System, operated by the new 

Meridian Core Control App for iPad. At the heart of the 

system is a 500GB hard drive, storing around 1,000 CD 

albums in pristine lossless quality for graphical and touch-

screen access via the award-winning Meridian interface. 

In addition to your own music, you can tune in quickly 

and reliably to the immense world of internet radio via 

the extensive curated library – by genre, geography and 

more. Alternatively, Meridian Digital Media Systems give 

you access to the Rhapsody™ subscription service (where 

available), completely integrating their catalogue into your 

collection for immediate enjoyment. Meridian puts all these 

treasures at your fingertips.

Bring it to life effortlessly

Meridian Digital Media Systems let you zoom in on exactly 

what you want to listen to at any particular moment. The 

‘Focus’ facility lets you quickly find an artist’s work within 

a style and period, or by additional criteria – even if they 

appear on other artists’ albums. This intelligent search 

capacity is a powerful and unique way of getting to the heart 

of your music collection. 

Once you’ve chosen your Focus, the ‘Swim’ function 

continually, and intuitively, selects more tracks and adds 

them to your play queue, helping you rediscover music you’d 

forgotten, and providing a truly inspiring experience. 

There’s no better way to navigate your music collection.



Get the complete Media Core 200 
Digital Media System today

Owning Meridian allows you to rediscover your favourite music, 

through the sheer quality of its reproduction. Investing in a Meridian 

Digital Media System adds the unique ability to re-introduce you to 

your entire music collection through its own intuition and elegant 

ease of access.

Meridian. Hear More Music.

iPad is a trademark of Apple, Inc, registered in the United States and other countries.



Meridian. Hear More Music

meridian-audio.com


